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EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - 1980’S - MORNING1 1

Warm summer sun shines upon a thin road flanked by green 
woodland. CHATTING and LAUGHING grows --

Wandering along, carrying camping gear, food and bags of beer 
are 3 YOUNG PEOPLE.

PETE - confident, nice smile, short sleeved jumper - leads 
them. He gestures to a grassy track lined with trees. The 
entrance into the woods.

PETE
It’s here.

GRACE - his pretty and feisty girlfriend - is unimpressed.

GRACE
You sure this is cool?

Pete takes one of her bags, grasps her hand and drags her 
playfully along.

PETE
Depends whether we get caught.

NICK - Pete’s younger, lanky and mischievous brother - 
searches in his canvas rucksack.

Pete looks back to see Nick rummaging in his bag. He shoots 
Nick a big brother glare.

PETE (CONT’D)
Nick, not now mate.

Nick shrugs and tags behind Pete and Grace as they walk on 
ahead.

PETE (CONT’D)
(suddenly anxious)

Grace?

GRACE
This doesn’t sound good.

PETE
You bought the bottle opener, 
right?

GRACE
No. I bought cans. Because I knew 
you’d forget the opener.

PETE
I bought bottles...

Pete and Grace move further into the woodland, slowly 
slipping from sight. Nick dawdles behind. 



PETE (CONT’D)
(shouting back)

Nick? You bring a bottle opener?

Nick rummages in his bag once more. He produces a small 
firework and a Zippo lighter which he clicks open and 
ignites.

NICK
I brought this.

Nick runs after Pete and Grace.

PETE
What did I tell you?

We pull away as the trio disappear along the track, slowly 
angling on a battered road-sign, nearly consumed by 
vegetation. 

The sign reads ‘DODMAN’S LAKE - Private property’ Painted 
over this in bright red are the ominous words ‘KEEP OUT!’.

There’s a LOUD BANG.

SMASH CUT TO:

OUR TITLES - 2 2

As the words of the road sign change and burst out at us --

DEAD MAN’S LAKE

FADE TO:

EXT. LAKESIDE CLEARING - MIDDAY3 3

The sun glints across calm water lapping against the shore. A 
run-down Boat House with a small dock stands by the water.

Close by, surrounded by trees is a makeshift campsite. Pete 
and Grace sit on a blanket as they drink beer.

PETE
That ready yet?

Pete points to the barbecue grill sat over a mound of hot 
coals, surrounded by packs of cheap frozen food.

GRACE
This is the first time you’ve 
cooked for a girl right?

PETE
Maybe...
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There’s a LOUD BANG accompanied by a bright FLASH as a 
FIREWORK goes off nearby.

Grace jumps and drops her beer.

PETE (CONT’D)
Nick, for fu --

Nick steps out from the slightly smoking undergrowth with his 
lit Zippo in one hand and a small pack of fireworks he 
produces from his rucksack. He COUGHS. 

NICK
I’m just scaring some wildlife. I’m 
not hurting anyone.

GRACE
Yet...

PETE
It’s August. Not the Fifth of 
November.

Nick holds the Zippo to the fuse of a firework. He dashes 
into --

NICK
Last one. Promise.

(mutters)
Killjoys...

EXT. WOODLAND - CONTINUOUS3A 3A

Nick brushes through foliage, lighting and throwing multiple 
small fireworks that EXPLODE all around. 

Nick lights the final firework as he nods along to his 
walkman. He holds the burning firework for longer than he 
should and --

Throws it into the woods. He’s impressed with how far it 
flies, spitting sparks, he waits for the --

BANG - the firework explodes somewhere. The EXPLOSION is 
LOUDER and RICHER than he expected.

Nick waits for a moment then shrugs and digs back into his 
canvas backpack. It’s empty. 

NICK
Bollocks.

Nick wanders back to camp in disappointment.
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EXT. LAKESIDE CLEARING - MOMENTS LATER3B 3B

Pete can’t help notice Grace is less than impressed. She’s 
fiddling with a Polaroid camera.

PETE
I’ve said sorry five times now.

Grace fakes a frown. 

GRACE
(playfully)

Only five?

Pete kisses her on the cheek. She takes a beat, smiles and 
they hug. The Polaroid accidentally takes a photo with a 
FLASH.

EXT. LAKESIDE CLEARING - BOAT HOUSE - AFTERNOON4 4

The afternoon sunlight dapples across the lake.

Pete and Grace sit on the dock, their bare feet dangling in 
the cool lake water. 

GRACE
We could be in a sleeping bag right 
now. You’re aware of that?

Pete looks behind to the campsite. Nick sits by the barbecue, 
sharpening a long wooden stick, pausing every now and again 
to poke it into the white hot coals. ROCK MUSIC blares over 
the walkman headphones he wears.

PETE
(back to Grace)

Painfully.

Grace turns back to Nick, takes a shot with her Polaroid. 
Nick gives her the finger.

CUT TO:

EXT. WOODLAND - AFTERNOON5 5

Waning sunlight shines through the woodland canopy.

The sound of a A HEART PUMPING QUICKLY. DEEP, HEAVY 
BREATHING.

The camera shakes. We’re following SOMEONE’S blurred, dark 
and distorted POV, swaying on our feet looking back down 
through thick woodland.

There’s a RINGING in our ears but we can make out a voice 
ahead --
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PETE
(off)

You going to make a move Nick? Me 
and Grace are...

We set off, stumbling along, tearing at the branches and 
foliage with our bloodstained hands --

CUT TO:

EXT. LAKESIDE CLEARING - AFTERNOON6 6

Grace nudges Pete. His brother isn’t getting the message.

PETE
(nods to tent)

We were gonna...?

Nick’s distracted by his walkman, an unlit cigarette in his 
mouth. He pats himself down looking for his Zippo. Checking 
the jacket lying close he finds his Zippo - and a single 
firework.

Pete GROANS, Grace rolls her eyes.

NICK
This’ll blow you away!

Nick stabs his whittled stick into the ground, the sharp end 
poking up. Brandishing his Zippo and firework he jogs out of 
the camp and nearly trips over on a tent rope.

GRACE
How many has he had?

PETE
Two.

CUT TO:

EXT. WOODLAND - AFTERNOON7 7

Our POV once more -- Stumbling onwards. Smoke drifts from up 
ahead, the VOICES getting louder as we move closer to the 
clearing.

NICK
(off)

Last one! Wish me luck!

There’s movement - someone approaching. We almost trip, 
steadying ourselves against a tree. We see shards of glass 
imbedded in the flesh of our hand. Blood on our trainers. We 
take long RASPING BREATHS.

CUT TO:
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EXT. WOODLAND - AFTERNOON8 8

Nick brushes through foliage and lights the firework. Nodding 
along to his WALKMAN, he waits a moment then throws it hard. 

The firework bounces off a tree trunk, hits the floor and 
goes out with a SIZZLE.

Nick approaches the tree and stands over the firework with 
his back to the woods for a moment or two.

NICK
Last one’s always a dud.

He bends over to pick it up. There’s MOVEMENT somewhere in 
the Woods behind. Nick pulls down his headphones, sees 
something looming over him. He SCREAMS, drops the firework --

Standing over Nick is A WILD MAN - half his face a massive, 
burnt wound, broken glass shining in the red and pink of his 
flesh. Long hair matted with sweat and blood, his teeth 
smashed, blood onto his T-shirt. He stands over Nick, a 
horrible and wild look in his eyes.

The Wild Man tries to SPEAK but his words are 
incomprehensible. He makes a wild, panicked gesture with 
flailing arms.

Nick scrambles up and runs like hell to the camp. 

The Wild Man staggers after him.

EXT. LAKESIDE CLEARING - MOMENTS LATER8A 8A

Pete and Grace stop their embrace as they see Nick tear into 
the clearing, throwing his tangled walkman to the ground.

Nick’s panicked, points back, not looking where he’s planting 
his feet --

NICK
Pete! Pete!

Nick trips on the tent rope for a second time and stumbles. 
He twists in the air, tumbles forward and holds a hand out to 
brace his fall --

But it doesn’t stop him landing face down on the white-hot 
barbecue.

Nick SCREAMS, tears his horribly burnt face away from the 
fire. The crisscross pattern of the barbecue is branded 
across half his face, his flesh raw and smoking.

His skin and torn flesh SIZZLE on the barbecue.
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Grace and Pete dash to Nick as he rolls on the floor, holding 
his hideously burnt face.

Pete goes to his Brother’s aid. Nick goes to touch his wounds 
but his hand is also burnt and blackened. Pete grabs Nick’s 
wrist, pulls it away.

PETE
Don’t touch it.

NICK
Water...

Grace stands over them, frozen in place. Pete scrambles for 
water. He finds a half-empty bottle --

Grace turns away from camp - she can’t look. She blanches as 
she spots SOMEONE approaching metres away --

Pete pours the bottle of water onto Nick’s burns. His flesh 
SIZZLES. He can’t vocalise the intense pain --

There’s a SCREAM -- 

IT’S GRACE --8B 8B

The Wild Man closes in on her - eyes wild, arms flailing, 
trying to speak, his words GARBLED and CONFUSED.

The Wild Man grabs Grace’s arm, his hands slick with blood. 
She SCREAMS and pulls away. 

Pete has to make a choice - his injured Brother or his 
Girlfriend. He rushes up at the feral human, pushes the Wild 
Man away from Grace.

The Wild Man grabs Pete, almost stumbling into him. He tries 
to shout but instead spits blood into Pete’s face as they 
wrestle. 

Nick tries to get up, still GROANING in pain.

Pete can’t shake The Wild Man who clings to him making 
guttural NOISES. 

GRACE -- 8C 8C

Snaps out of her shock and looks around, sees the sharpened 
stick pointing up from the dirt. She snatches it up, 
brandishes it frantically at the Wild Man --

But Pete stumbles under the man’s weight. The Wild Man 
lurches forward at Grace, his expression now that of sudden 
pain --
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Grace looks down to the sharp stick - now stabbed deep into 
The Wild Man’s stomach.

The Wild Man lurches onto Grace, speaks a few WORDS that we 
don’t quite catch into her ear...

Pete - shocked by this - pushes The Wild Man back. He sways 
and staggers, the sharpened wood piercing deep into his gut.

The Wild Man drops to his knees, fingers the weapon he 
doesn’t have the energy to remove. His head drops. Is he 
unconscious? Dead?

Pete and Grace stand there stunned. Nick leans against Pete, 
still GROANING in pain. Grace approaches The Wild Man for a 
closer look.

As she takes a step he slumps to the ground with a DULL 
THUMP.

The Wild Man is dead, his outline almost posed. His arm 
stretches out, his finger pointing out of the clearing to the 
woods where he emerged...

A realisation hits Grace.

GRACE
(softly)

Fuck.

DISSOLVE TO:

BLACK.9 9

FADE TO:

TITLE - BEFORE...10 10

EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - MIDDAY - FLASHBACK11 11

A splash of blood stains the tarmac.

It belongs to WILL, a car-crash victim lying injured in a sea 
of broken glass. Will is barely conscious, his body mangled 
and burnt, glass embedded in his horrible wounds. 

He’s the Wild Man seen previously.

Behind Will a smoking and mangled Red Saab is ploughed into 
the undergrowth, smashed head-on into a tree. There’s a 
gaping hole in the windscreen. Small flames rise from the 
bonnet.
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The interior of the car is filled with slowly dissipating 
smoke. We can make out the shape of SOMEONE in the passenger 
seat.

Inside a CASSETTE PLAYER plays a slowing rock song, before 
garbling and dying out. A small doll - a clown with a noose 
around his neck - dangles from the rear-view mirror.

In the road -- 

Will lifts his head, reveals his smashed teeth and bloody, 
burnt face. He GROANS. The sunlight pains his bloodshot eyes.

The SCREEN BURNS OUT as we --

CUT TO:

A FLASHBACK --12 12

Inside the Red Saab as it cruises the Country Road. Will’s 
driving. ROCK MUSIC plays. The clown doll dangles from the 
rear-view mirror. 

Will looks to his younger wife MAYA in the passenger seat.

She smiles, reaches out and tenderly touches his hand. 

Will turns his attention back to the road as there’s a 
ALMIGHTY FLASH OF LIGHT and a SUDDEN, DEAFENING EXPLOSION.

BACK TO:

EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - MOMENTS LATER13 13

Will slowly pulls himself up from the glass strewn tarmac. He 
opens his mouth, drools blood, tries to scream out. Only a 
hoarse WHISPER comes. 

There’s a WEAK VOICE from inside the car. Will staggers to 
the Saab, tries to peer past the smoke rising from the 
bonnet.

Will reaches the passenger-side window and looks inside. He 
wishes he hadn’t.

Maya is in the passenger seat, unable to move. She’s bruised 
and covered in cuts and glass. Her bare knees are snapped and 
broken at obscene angles.

MAYA
(weakly)

I can’t move Will... I can’t 
move...
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Using all his effort Will clutches the car, barely able to 
stand. He looks both ways down the road. No sign of any other 
traffic or people.

Then he hears dim NOISES from within the woods. HAPPY VOICES? 
LAUGHTER? Is that smoke rising over the trees?

Will looks back to Maya one last time before he turns and 
begins the agonising shuffle into the woodlands in search of 
assistance.

He tries to scream for help once more. Only a guttural GURGLE 
emerges from his damaged vocal cords.

Will disappears slowly into the undergrowth. 

Maya remains trapped inside the car - dying, unable to 
escape. Tears well in her eyes.

We move away from Maya and the Saab, over the glass glinting 
on the tarmac, past Will’s bloodstains.

We end on something lying further ahead in the road --

A burnt out firework.

CREDITS.
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